JEREMY D. BUSKE
jeremydbuske@gmail.com | Mobile 816-255-6022| Kansas City, MO 64157
Top-performing leader in diverse project management and operations capacities with 15+ years of dedicated
experience guiding cohesive teams and impacting strategic growth through generation of superior outcomes and
innovative solutions. Consistent results in developing leaders with strength in relating to diverse audiences. Proven
ability to maximize profitability through identification of problematic opportunities for greater communication and
efficiency. Confident assurance of motivated service and training with an earned reputation and passion for organized
time management and success in executing complex research strategies despite fast-paced, challenging scenarios.
VALUE OFFERED
❑ Focused & Active Listening
❑ Oral & Written Communications
❑ Data Research & Synthetization
❑ Organized Team Building
❑ Critical Thinking & Decision Making ❑ Relational Partnerships
❑ Aggressive Goal Development ❑ Efficient Conflict Management
❑ Engaged Educator & Coach

CAREER HIGHLIGHTS
LEGACY MERGERS & ACQUISITIONS, Kansas City, MO, 2019 - Present
Client Marketing/Sales Strategy Project Implementer
Display an acute ability to research, amalgamate key information, and vividly illustrate material within a complex,
inclusive memorandum which positively highlights organizations for utmost selling potential. Develop innovative
templates for gathering key data and streamlining processes which provide the seller with efficient resources to build an
ideal presentation. Frequently engage in collaborative brainstorming to maximize productivity, efforts which have led to
innovative technology utilization and documentation procedures as a continuous process improvement (CPI) mentality.
 Contributed as a vital team player and assisted in strengthening a high-performance organization to produce topnotch service which successfully aligned with the overall vision.
 Realized an increase in business sales and an influx of praise for marketing project executions due to the benefits
of the professional memorandum as the initial document in creating discussion for the potential sale at hand.

KANSAS CITY POLICE DEPARTMENT, Kansas City, MO, 2005 - Present
Police Officer/Detective/Investigator
Initially hired as a Patrol Officer due to demonstrated aptitude in cohesive teamwork and display of critical thinking within
intense scenarios. Promoted to position of Vehicular Crash Investigator, collaborating with an elite team of officers to
handle all investigative aspects related to serious injury and fatality crashes. Work within the Traffic Investigations team
to assist fellow law enforcement professionals in preparing cases and providing state prosecutors with information to
establish criminal charges. Utilize professional training to deduct valid explanations and reliable theories in the face of
complex accidents. Deliver sound, effective solutions with integrity and a tireless dedication to accomplishing goals.
 Responded expediently to unique and differentiated scenes and collaborated effectively with community leaders
to solve complex problems and reach the root of the problem while identifying underlying difficulties.
 Acknowledged as the sole representative and resident expert regarding crash investigations, answering
questions from prosecutors and testifying as a SME within court settings and civil litigation scenarios.
 Realized enormous success and effectiveness in systematically providing solutions for members of the
community stuck in difficult dilemmas and requiring strategic action to progress toward a reachable goal.
 Served as point of collaboration and conduit in connecting the problematic situation with an optimal solution
which proved paramount in avoiding a quick-fix scenario and reaching, instead, for long-term success.
 Collaborated with the Traffic Investigations team in assessing 70-100 accident related cases each year.
 Yielded accurate research in the 35+ page reports following an accident which delivered an explanation of specific
crash dynamics to better understand criminal liability and the physics-based logistics of the incident.
 Exercised technical aptitude in the frequent use of a wide range of software and computer programs including
CAD-style software, TOTAL station mapping, vehicle data software imaging, and more.
 Received multiple division “coins” for exemplary efforts in providing care for citizens/community leaders.
 Maintained superior work ethic and upheld training requirements while completing MBA and DBA programs.
 Spearheaded strategic planning and resource allocation for individuals and businesses needing assistance with
idea generation and implementation.
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CAREER HIGHLIGHTS CONTINUED
VINEYARD CHURCH, Kansas City, MO, 2015 - 2017
Pastoral Internship
Invited for an internship within the Small Groups division which targeted both academic and applicational
accomplishments and growth. Developed further knowledge in the operational aspects of not-for-profit business
frameworks. Recruited, trained, and developed leaders who realized growth in their respective small group gatherings.
Established training courses and materials through use of technology applications and large-scale speaking
presentations in addition to one-on-one coaching sessions. Spearheaded the full development and implementation of an
online program which aligned with the overall mission of Vineyard and utilized existing technical platforms to equip small
group leaders with videos and training materials as well as follow-up coaching opportunities, a successful and sustainable
effort which infused a continuous process improvement mindset to identify and solve emerging issues.
 Produced consistent results in communicative collaboration when addressing struggles within the Church by
influencing functional conflict skills to establish agreeable scenarios of understanding and growth.
 Served as a primary developer for a new campus by creating a small groups program which strategically
connected individuals with both prepared leaders and engaging materials.
 Directed operations through use of engaged research on trending practices and applications which would best fit
unique small group scenarios, resulting in explosive growth in member participation and organization.
 Realized substantial, long-term results by identifying, training, empowering, and coaching successful leaders who
now reproduce impressive skills by cycling new leaders through the Church.
 Cultivated engaging atmospheres through vibrant public speaking presentations and creative learning initiatives.
 Developed effective, customized systems with high performance teams to engage a core Church vision with
consistent holistic growth each week.

ACADEMIC BACKGROUND & TECHNICAL SKILLS
Doctor of Business Administration: Project Management Cognate, LIBERTY UNIVERSITY, 4.0 GPA (anticipated 2020)
Master of Business Administration: Emphasis in Marketing, BAKER UNIVERSITY, Dean’s List
Bachelor of Business Administration, UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI
Microsoft Office, Map Scenes Forensic Mapping, FARO Mapping, TOTAL Station Scale Mapping Stations
PROFESSIONAL

PROFESSIONAL TRAINING & ORGANIZATIONAL LEADERSHIP
Professional Worldwide Reconstructionist, Accreditation Commission for Traffic Accident Reconstruction, ACTAR #3940
Certified Police Officer, Missouri P.O.S.T.
Advanced Certificate of Graduation in Biblical Leadership, Vineyard Institute
Accident Investigation Training
Northland Christian School, Guest Teacher
Life Church Northland, Active Member & Operations Leader
Non-Profit Church Launch, Management Leadership Volunteer & Coach
Harvesters & Convoy of Hope, Volunteer
Homeowners Association, President

